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Summary
Study aim: To determine the reliability and validity of a time domain heart rate variability (HRV) index during free-living
physical activity (FLPA).
Material and methods: Eight white-collar workers participated in this study. RR intervals (time between consecutive R-peaks
of the PQRS complex) were recorded using the Polar V800 heart rate (HR) monitor upon awakening and at work on 16 different days. A total of 127 cycles of sitting periods followed by walking breaks were included for consecutive pairwise analysis
for reliability. The HR values from the orthostatic test (OT) were compared with the corresponding values at work.
Results: The HR values showed high levels of repeatability [the coefficient of variation (CV) during sitting and walking at work
was 4.71 and 3.99%, respectively, with a typical error (TE) of 3.73 (3.34–4.25) and 3.65 (3.31–4.09)], but they did not correlate
with the corresponding OT HR upon awakening (r = 0.28 for supine vs. sitting and r = 0.05 for standing vs. walking, p > 0.05).
The root-mean-square difference of successive normal RR (RMSSD) was revealed not to be repeatable [CV values during sitting and walking were 19.99 and 29.05%, respectively, with a TE of 7.9 (7.15–8.85) and 9.43 (8.53–10.57)].
Conclusions: Analyzing RMSSD from daily routine activities was not reliable, and therefore validity cannot be assumed.
RMSSD should therefore be calculated from RR intervals recorded in standardized conditions, such as during the OT upon
awakening.
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Introduction
Balancing training and recovery is one of the biggest
challenges among recreationally active people, coaches
and athletes. It is paramount to monitor training responses
and other life stressors in order to avoid insufficient training load or too high training load that could lead to nonfunctional overreaching or overtraining [17].
Measuring heart rate variability (HRV) constitutes an
interesting, non-invasive and simple tool to monitor training and physiological responses [4]. Through this method,
possible changes in the cardiac autonomic nervous system
(ANS) induced by training may be inferred while using
repeated HRV measures over time. To date, several studies have demonstrated a high sensitivity of HRV to physical fitness improvement, fatigue, overload or detraining
[3, 12, 15, 16, 22, 27], which supports the idea that HRV
may be used to tailor training. The general idea is based
on the assumption that athletes should only train at a high
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intensity level when HRV indices have returned to baseline values [7, 29]. The root-mean-square difference of
successive normal RR (RMSSD), which reflects cardiac
parasympathetic activity, has been demonstrated to be
a promising tool to monitor recovery status over short [27]
and long [24] training periods. Changes in this time domain index may provide crucial information, when concurrently taking training context and changes in HR into
consideration [7].
The orthostatic test (OT), where RR intervals are
measured for 5 minutes in a supine position followed by 5
minutes in a standing position, is widely used to measure
HRV indices [26]. Some recent studies [10, 18, 21] have
shown that a shorter segment length can be used as an alternative. Still, in an ideal scenario, the feasibility in daily
use would improve considerably if HRV indices could
be analyzed during free living physical activity (FLPA).
Thus, the aim of this study was to determine the reliability and validity of a time-domain HRV index during daily
routine situations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
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first scientific study to address the possibility of measuring
HRV during FLPA.

Material and methods
Participants
Eight (5 men and 3 women) white-collar workers
(35 ± 11 years, 175.2 ± 9.79 cm, 78.84 ± 10.45 kg), who
recreationally engage in physical exercise, were recruited
to participate in this study. Participants were not taking
cardioactive medications and did not have any cardiovascular problems that may have influenced the findings of
the present study. The procedures were approved by the
local Ethics Committee.
Study design
The HRV data were collected with a personal HR monitor (V800, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) every
morning at home upon awakening and at work during routine situations on 16 different days. In the morning protocol of day 1, RR intervals were measured at quiet rest in
3 minutes of supine and 3 minutes of standing postures.
After this 6-minute period, participants lay down again for
5 minutes and then walked for 30 seconds. In the morning
protocol of day 2, participants first lay down for 3 minutes and then got up and walked for 30 seconds. Thereafter, participants remained in a supine position for another
8 minutes followed by a standing position for 3 minutes.
Morning procedures on day 3 were the same as on day 1,
and morning procedures on day 4 were the same as day 2,
and this pattern was repeated until day 16. At work, participants were asked to turn on the RR-recording feature when
taking a sitting position for the first time. They were then
asked to report the time when they got up to walk around
and when they sat down again. Participants stopped the
RR recording after repeating this process 3 times. These
procedures were defined in order to enable a comparison
between supine and sitting positions that should mainly
reflect parasympathetic modulation [25], whereas a reduction in vagal tone is expected during standing and walking
after longer resting periods [25].
HRV analysis
RR interval data were exported to HRV analysis software (Kubios HRV Analysis, version 2.2, The Biomedical
Signals Analysis Group, University of Kuopio, Finland).
In the mornings of days 1 and 3, the final 2 minutes of
recording in the supine and standing positions were analyzed, as well as the 30-second walking period. In the
mornings of days 2 and 4, the 30-second walking period
was analyzed, as well as the final 2 minutes of the supine and standing positions performed at the end of the

protocol. At work, the last 2-minute period of each sitting period was analyzed as well as the first 30 seconds
of the walking bouts. Mean HR and RMSSD were analyzed. Artefacts were visually inspected and corrected
with automated correction filters from the Kubios HRV
Analysis software.
Statistical analysis
Consecutive pairwise analysis of trials for reliability
[typical error (TE) with upper and lower confidence limits, coefficient of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) were calculated] was performed using
a published spreadsheet [14] with the 95% confidence
limit. As HR was shown to be reliable, its mean values
measured during OT in the morning were correlated with
the corresponding values during daily routines (i.e. first
supine period vs. sitting at work, standing vs. walking at
work) for each participant, where the mean values within
each cycle of sitting and walking at work were used. The
RMSSD values from the standing position were also associated with the respective values from the walking period
upon awakening. Pearson product-moment correlation
was used when data were normally distributed and Spearman’s rank order correlation for non-normally distributed
data.

Results
A total of 127 cycles of sitting periods followed by
walking breaks were included for consecutive pairwise
analysis of trials for reliability. On average, participants
completed the measurements at work 152.60 (130.57)
minutes after the measurements upon awakening. At work,
participants took 68.60 (43.20) minutes to complete the
repeated sitting and walking bouts.
Values of reliability can be seen in Table 1. During
the morning OT, the mean HR and RMSSD values demonstrated an excellent and moderate level of reliability,
respectively. Furthermore, mean HR during sitting and
walking at work showed high levels of repeatability. However, RMSSD was not repeatable in the studied daily routine situations. HR data recorded upon awakening did not
correlate with the corresponding values at work (r = 0.28
for supine vs. sitting and r = 0.05 for standing vs. walking,
p > 0.05). Only one of the participants showed a moderate positive correlation between standing position upon
awakening and walking at work, which was statistically
significant (r = 0.506, p < 0.05). Furthermore, the RMSSD
values analyzed from the recordings during standing did
not correlate with the respective values during walking in
the morning upon awakening (r = 0.138, p > 0.05), with
the exception of one participant (r = 0.591, p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Consecutive pairwise analysis of trials for reliability. Typical Error (TE), Coefficient of Variation (CV) and Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of mean HR and RMSSD during sitting and walking at work
Situation
Supine position
(Mean HR)
Supine position
(RMSSD)
Sitting at work
(Mean HR)
Sitting at work
(RMSSD)
Walking at work
(Mean HR)
Walking at work
(RMSSD)

Typical error (lower and upper
confidence limits)

Typical error as CV

Intraclass correlation
coefficient

1.86

3.5%

0.96

12.3%

0.89

4.7%

0.84

20.0%

0.79

4.0%

0.85

29.1%

0.47

(1.57–2.26)
9.7
(8.22–11.83)
3.72
(3.23–4.45)
7.88
(7.16–8.88)
3.64
(3.30–4.08)
9.43
(8.57–10.42)

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first scientific study to address the possibility of measuring HRV
during FLPA. The present results demonstrate that the vagal-related HRV index used in this study (RMSSD) does
not have high repeatability during FLPA at work in the
mornings when calculated from the RR intervals measured during consecutive cycles of sitting periods followed
by short walking working breaks. This information is of
great importance for athletes, coaches and recreationally
active people, as they would get a bias interpretation when
assessing changes in this marker during FLPA. The CV
reported in this study during FLPA (19.99 and 29.05% for
sitting and walking, respectively) is considerably higher
compared to the CV of 12.27% found in the supine position of the OT in this study. Although our study design
did not allow us to measure reliability of RMSSD in the
standing position, high levels of reliability have previously been reported for this position [9]. It seems reasonable
to infer that measuring HRV should be done in standardized conditions in order to obtain reliable and valid values
that could be used to monitor training status. This low reliability during sitting and walking periods at work may be
explained by external factors that can influence autonomic
modulation, such as variability in breathing patterns, body
position, noise, light, intensity of walking bouts, amount of
light physical activity during the sitting periods and other
work-related stressful events [1]. A recent study showed
a high intra-day reliability (ICC = 0.96; CV = 3.99%) of
lnRMSSD assessments that were performed for 2 minutes

in a standardized quiet sitting position [18]. Although
intra-day reliability is highly meaningful, a note of caution is due here, as further research is needed to investigate whether measuring HRV in such standardized conditions would be as valid as morning measurements upon
awakening. HRV parameters collected through recording
RR intervals later in the morning at work or at a training
facility may be influenced by the ANS circadian rhythm
– a sudden rise of sympathetic activity and a withdrawal
of vagal tone is expected during the morning hours [11].
For example, in our study, participants performed the RRinterval recording at work after 2 h 30 min, approximately.
Nevertheless, the low reliability of RMSSD during FLPA
at work, which is the most meaningful research outcome
of our study, can be explained by several factors previously discussed, and not by the ANS circadian rhythm, as
the repeated sitting and walking situations at work were
performed in a considerably short time window (around
69 minutes, on average).
Furthermore, it is important to mention that the validity
of measuring HRV after active commuting (an important
factor to take into consideration in further studies) should
be questionable as post-exercise blood pressure regulation,
baroreflex activity and metaboreflex stimulation could influence ANS [6, 27].
Although further research is needed with larger sample sizes in order to infer definitive conclusions, Plews
et al. [23] demonstrated that HR may also be quite sensitive to monitor training status, as there was only a slightly
stronger correlation between HRV and non-functional
overreaching, when compared to HR (r = 0.88 vs 0.81). In
the present study, mean HR was repeatable during FLPA.
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However, a strong association with the respective values
during OT was not found. Thus, the alternative of relying
solely on mean HR during FLPA instead of HRV in standardized conditions should be discarded.
There is a wide range of methods to assess HRV [28],
and they all have advantages and disadvantages. We have
used RMSSD as it can be calculated from a short period of
time [19], and it has been shown to be more suitable and
feasible for monitoring athletes in the field [7]. Secondly, these indices have a reduced sensitivity to respiration
rates [20]. Furthermore, frequency domain indices could
not be calculated during the short walking periods as they
require a stable condition and a longer recording length
[19]. In addition, it would be expected to find a higher CV
for frequency-domain indices [2]. Sleep HRV recordings
are another promising time-efficient alternative to morning HRV measures [5, 8, 13], but sleep analysis was not
the aim of this study.
Practical applications
It seems that recreationally active people and athletes
should keep using standardized conditions to draw conclusions about their training status and make the best possible
decisions regarding training load and recovery. It would
be much more feasible to obtain this information from
FLPA, but it does not appear to be a reliable procedure,
and therefore its validity cannot be assumed.
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